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he Autumn is here but the show must go on and the best of Paris is waiting for you! In October, we invite

you to discover the secrets of Picasso, new artists, to travel back in time right to the 50’s or fancy dress for THE
Convention of the year.

Exhibition
Picasso.mania at the Grand Palais
From October 7th, don’t miss THE exhibition of the
season. Six years after “Picasso and the Masters”, the
Grand Palais pays tribute to the creation of the myth
Picasso through a presentation of different works of the
master and his legacy in Contemporary Art. This
monumental exhibition traces his great stylistic phases
and presents beautiful works such as Les Demoiselles
d’Avignon and Guernica.

The Most Parisian Escapade
Visit the City in a vintage DS21

Discover Paris’ most famous monuments, their history
and amazing anecdotes on a 1h30 or 3h guided visit
through the streets of the capital in a vintage Citröen
DS21. Main attraction of the Paris Motor Show in 1955,
this car was quickly adopted by executives and movie
stars. General De Gaulle himself made it the official car
of the Presidency. Experience one of the most Parisian
rides and go back to the 50’s in the City of Lights!

Mambo invades the Cake Shop at Mandarin Oriental, Paris
Mandarin Oriental, Paris and Tierry Marx are delighted to announce their lastest collaboration with French urban artist,
Mambo. The artist created a new visual identity for our Cake Shop alongside his commissioned paintings found at the entry to our
lobby. The Mambo-redesigned Cake Shop revealed limited edition pastry boxes, bags and cups created by the artist.

FIAC
From October 22nd to 25th, the Grand Palais welcomes once
again the FIAC (the International Fair of Contemporary
Art). 173 Art galleries from 23 different countries will be
represented. Huge event of the artistic scene, the FIAC
shows a panorama of the contemporary art scene, its
evolution and new talents.

My Paris for the Kids
Comic Con finally in Paris
Created in San Diego in the 70’s and
initially dedicated to the American
comics, the Comic Con has expanded
to pop culture such as TV shows,
movies and video games. Today it is THE
convention for fans of science-fiction and
Fantasy.
At the Grande Halle de la Vilette from October 23rd to 25th
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